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The Nome high school cross-country team heads to a village meet. (Photo courtesy of Devin Tatro.)

Dear Friend of KNOM,

planes. Often, the trip requires sleeping on gym
floors, packing extra gear in case of an emerRecognizing the blessings of ordinary life
rhythms unifies people in community. KNOM can gency, or extended stays due to poor weather.
There are no groomed course trails for running
be an “audio scrapbook” of the happy events in
listeners’ lives. An example is a series of news fea- events, so racers find their way through sand pits,
gravel fields, shale hills, and paths through the
tures about local cross country teams. Volunteer
brush outside of town. Each meet is a chance to
reporter Gabe Colombo tracked the runners to
reconnect with family and friends who line the
the season’s end in early October.
Student athletes in bush Alaska spend their makeshift course with folks cheering the next
generation.
off-season fundraising to help pay for their team
Attention to youthful endeavors — runcompetitions, which are limited with tight school
budgets. Traveling to a meet is the benefit of hard ning, basketball, volleyball, music, wrestling,
work. Teams in remote Alaska fly to meets in bush scholastic competition, or Native Youth Olympics
— unifies communities. KNOM shines a light of
hope by radiating this positive practice through
Great occasions to serve God and
featured reporting beyond the scores.
His children come very seldom in
You make it possible for KNOM to broadour lives.
cast faith, inspiration, news, and education in
Western Alaska. Thank you for beaming the light
But little ones surround us each
of hope, the light of Christ, a little brighter in
and every day.
Western Alaska.

K NOM: Fa i t h, I n sp i r at i o n, N ews , and Education for Wes tern Alaska

Inspiring the Next Generation

“If you had a problem, who would you go to?”
Teenagers in rural Alaska were recently asked that
question about their peers. Students who were identified the most in their responses attended a youth
leaders retreat in the village of Unalakleet. Volunteer
Zoe Grueskin brought the story to KNOM listeners.
The gathering brought together peer helpers
from throughout Western Alaska, teenagers eager to
find ways to make a positive difference in their communities. Their activities emphasized storytelling.
Former KNOM staffer Laureli Ivanoff, as one of the
retreat’s facilitators, encouraged and challenged the
students to “be brave, be honest, and be respectful”
in starting conversations with their classmates and
friends.
Those exchanges quickly bore fruit, especially
when it came time to talk about how to encourage
and help their fellow students and reduce the high
rates of suicide in the region. A board titled “How to
Help” was quickly filled with sticky notes of suggestions ranging from better communication among
friends and peers to deeper, renewed connections to
cultural roots.
And before the weekend came to a close, an
embrace of those cultural roots was on joyous display,
as the youth leaders joined local ensembles in traditional Alaska Native drumming and dancing.
For villages that have struggled with isolation,
cultural displacement, and community malaise for
decades, summits like these can be deeply powerful
in revitalizing the resolve of new generations of rural Alaskans. The impact is felt not only among those
who attend, but also among those who hear the
stories of the gathering on the radio. Thanks to you,
KNOM continues to bring news like this to the region
each day.

I asked for bread and received a stone.
I used the stone to grind the grain that
made the flour to form the bread.
Images from the youth leaders retreat in Unalakleet: participants gather in the school gym
to listen to a presenter; ideas, via sticky note,
populate the “How to Help” brainstorming
board; youth join elders in traditional song and
dance near the conclusion of the event.

Instead of asking God to give us the
things for which we pray, all that we
need to ask is this: “Show me the way.”

A sunny day in Unalakleet, Alaska.

Not a Drop to Drink

Listeners in Nome and Unalakleet were
boiling water more than usual a few months ago
— but not to make pasta or tundra tea. In both
communities, disruptions to the isolated, local
sources of clean water raised warnings about
potability and public health risks.
In Nome, the cause of concern was a
broken water main that lowered water pressure
in city pipes and raised the potential of bacterial
contamination from ground water. For proper
testing and chemical analysis, Nome’s utility system had to send samples of its water 500 miles
away, by airplane, to Anchorage. Meanwhile, residents were advised to boil their tap water before
drinking it.
In Unalakleet, the boil water notice came
after city officials noticed higher-than-usual
levels of water turbidity: cloudiness caused by
tiny particles. The community sources its drinking
water from a nearby creek, and it was believed
that the increased turbidity was coming from new
beaver dams in the creek, which make for stagnant water. As spring turned to summer, the beaver dams were causing a domino effect: less freeflowing water was delaying the sub-Arctic thaw
which was, in turn, leading to less clean water.
Ultimately, the water quality in both
communities was given the “all-clear,” and the
boil-water notices were lifted — although in
Unalakleet, this came only after months of work,
including removing the beaver dams and setting
up a new, local alert system for residents.
Per usual, KNOM brought these water

updates to listeners; news stories informed the
region about ongoing developments in both
places.
The isolation of KNOM’s listening communities is clearly felt in local infrastructure. Since
Western Alaska villages aren’t connected to larger
grids of power, water/sewer, or telecommunications lines, disruptions or outages tend to be
more severe and more complicated to remedy.
In these moments, as in so many others, KNOM
plays an immediate role in keeping the public
informed and safe — through your support.
Thank you!

It’s a lesson we spend a whole
lifetime trying to learn: people need
loving the most when they appear
to deserve it the least.

Father Ross Returns to Nome

The KNOM staff was delighted to welcome
back to Nome a longtime friend of the mission
last month: Father Ross Tozzi, a board member
and former parish priest at St. Joseph Church.
Fr. Ross was visiting Nome to introduce a
potential parish priest, Father Alphonsus (originally from Nigeria, now in the Diocese of Fairbanks)
to Nome and Western Alaska. During his stay, he
spent several sessions reviewing with KNOM staff
the five-decade history of the mission, as well as
his own vocation story and memories of service
in Nome.
Thanks, Fr. Ross!

Community deejay Aurora Lyman cleans and organizes KNOM’s display case of broadcasting awards; threeyear-old Miles Collins gleefully helps with dusting duties with volunteer Gabe Colombo.

Elbow Grease and Goodwill...

... That’s what’s fueling a new volunteerism
initiative at KNOM this autumn.
Led by general manager Margaret DeMaioribus, KNOM volunteers and staff now participate in “Service Saturdays”: monthly opportunities to gather to do fix-it chores for the station
or other work for the community. The service
days are an added way to invite others to help.
KNOM tries to stretch your donated dollar as much as possible to be careful stewards of
your generosity.

From the GM’s Desk
“Unity, beauty, friendship: our youth
are spreading these messages, and through
your support, we are able to share their
voices far and wide. As we reflect on gratitude this month, we thank you for your sacrifices to build up these young leaders and
empower them to change the world. Thanks
be to you and thanks be to God!”
In gratitude,
Margaret DeMaioribus, General Manager

May God bless you with discomfort
at easy answers, half-truths and
superficial relationships, so that
you will live deep in your heart.
May God bless you with anger
at injustice, oppression and
exploitation of people, so that you
will work for justice, equity and
peace.
May God bless you with tears
to shed for those who suffer, so
you will reach out your hands to
comfort them and change their
pain into joy.
And may God bless you with the
foolishness to think that you can
make a difference in the world, so
you will do the things which others
say cannot be done.

C on ne c t w i t h u s o n social m edia:
Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

